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4.1

MANAGEMENT TRAINING IN AGRICULTURE

G. Wadinambiaratchi

(Dept. of Management Studies, The University of the West Indies,
St. Augustine, Trinidad, W.I.)

Training for potential managers
in the field of agriculture is, at
present, being provided, to a greater
or lesser extent, by the Eastern
Caribbean Institute of Agriculture and
Forestry (ECIAF) and -• th6
Department of Agricultural Economics
and Farm Management of the Faculty
of Agriculture and the Department of
Management Studies of the Faculty of
Social Sciences, at The University of
the West Indies (U WI).

ECIAF Programme

The ECIAF Programme, which is
at pre-university level; does not
really train managers. Diplomates of

thq programme may be allowed

exemptions from certain courses in

Part I of the Faculty of Agriculture

programme, depending on the grades

obtained. Such students may then

proceed to get some management

training in Part II of the Faculty's

programme.

Programme of Department cf

Agricultural Economics and Farm

Management (DAEFM)

Students enrolled in the Faculty

of Agriculture take four of the

required 64 course units in areas that

are related to management:
- Farm Management (2 units)

- Economics of Agricultural

Enterprises (1 unit)
- Agricultural Marketing (1 unit)

And, they have the option of taking 5

of the 8 elective units in

management-related areas:
- Agricultural Marketing Economics

(1 unit)
- Agribusiness (2 units)
- Agricultural Finance & Farm

Credit (1 unit)
Agricultural Project App▪ raisal (1
unit)

Department of Management Studies
Programme

Students enrolled in the

Department of Management Studies

could choose to take the Agricultural

Management option. . The programme

for this option is:
Part I - Elements of Economics

- Introduction to Politics
- Introduction to Sociology
- Mathematics and Statistics

Accounting I
Part II - Organizational Theory and

Behaviour
- Business Economics
- Agricultural Development

and Policy
- Economics of Agriculture I
- Economics of Agriculture II
- Accounting III

3 options from:
Data Processing and
Systems Analysis
Elements of Commercial Law

- Personnel Management and
industrial Relations

- An approved option.
Three of the Part II courses are
taught by the Department of
Agricultural Economics and Farm
Management:

Dept. of Contents of the Faculty
Management of Agriculture Course
Studies
Course

Agric. • )Econornics of Agriculture
Development )and Agricultural Planning
& Policy )Policy & Development

Ecomomics of ) Economics of Qricultfural
Agriculture I )Enterprises and Product-

ion Economics •
Economics of ?Agricultural Marketing &
Agriculture II )Agric. Project Appraisal
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Position at Present

The ECIAF programme is very
rudimentary. The Faculty of
Agriculture programme contains a
smattering of management (at best, 9
of 72 course units) in what is
essentially a programme in
agriculture. The Faculty of Social
Sciences programme contains little
'agriculture (3 of 14 courses) is what
is, really, an industrial management
programme. Even in those three
courses, about one-half is of a
management nature.

The closest to training of
managers in agriculture is done,
therefore, in the programme in the
Department of Management Studies.

Management Needs

I am. not aware of any survey of
agricultural management needs, in the
Caribbean, that has been undertaken.
I am sure that these needs will vary,
not so much by country but by
nature and type of enterprise. What
it seems is necessary, then, is to
have a multi-level training
programme, with different degrees of
sophistication and rigour built into
the programme in terms of content.

My own experience with the
discussion, by different types of
participants, of a case prepared by
me could be used to illustrate my
point. The case titled Spice Garden
Estate is about a 56-acre family-owned
estate (or, farm) in Grenada. It has
managed to exist, in spite of

management that never, really,

managed.
As at the date of the case, the

situation is, very briefly, as follows:
(a) Total revenue had dropped from

a high of $9700 two years ago to
$9000 last year. In the
immediately preceeding year the
revenue from cocoa has been
$7960, nutmeg (which is left to
lie and rot all over the grounds)
$900, mace $140, provisions $100
and • zero from bananas which
earned $1700 five years ago,
$1400 four years ago and $1000
three years ago.
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(b) Profit over the past 10 years has
amounted to $26,528. The five
non-participating financial
members have, together,
received about $1000 per year.
This means that • the
manager-family-member would
have got about $2150 per year,
including a manager's salary •of
$500.

(c)' The estate is in a terrible
shape, physically, due to acts of
both ommission and commission.

(d) Sensing the displeasure of the
non-participating family
members, the manager has put
up a plan to revitalize the estate
at a cost of $660 for the first
year and predicted a 30 per cent
increase in revenues from
nutmeg, 50 per cent from mace,
20 per cent from cocoa and 10
per cent from provisions. The
plan, also, calls for spending
$530 per year on bananas which
is expected to yield $960 per
year from Year H.

(e) Among the expenditure items
proposed is a manager's salary
of $2000 per year. ($1500 more
than at present).
I have run the case with

undergraduate students and
postgraduate students at UW1, and with
a group of middle managers from
WINBAN. The undergraduates seldom
pick up the issue of the type of
managers one is likely to get at $2000
per year. It is generally difficult to
get them to address the question of
man requirements for this manager.
And, as such the question of how
much to pay him does not really
bother them. Postgraduate students
also tend to miss the issue, but when
it is brought to their attention they
are, by and large, satisfied with the
salary as the man requirements (they
say) are not too exacting and the man
gets all his foodstuffs free. The
salary proposed for the new manager
was one of the first things the
WINBAN middle managers pounced
upon. The set, fairly detailed



requirements for a man to run this
operation and claimed that the
proposed salary was way below what
would be acceptable to a man of that
caliber.

It is fairly obvious that the
perceived needs are quite divergent
as between the groups!

Skill Requirements

The manager of even a small
farm or agricultural property will do
a better job of managing, if he has
even an introductory knowledge of six
management disciplines: marketing,
production, people, • accounting,
control and finance.

I do not look at marketing in its
old tradition as creating time, place
and possession utilities or as moving
goods from the producer to the
consumer. Rather, marketing is
matching consumer needs. Marketing,
therefore, is producing what the
farmer can sell, or, put another way,
marketing is growing or breeding
what the , consumer will buy. That,
now, is a rudimentary piece of
knowledge for the smallest of farmers.
The usefulness, if not critical
necessity, of a knowledge of the
other concepts and techniques of
marketing will be a function of the
size, nature and complexity of the
operation.

At a basic level, a knowledge of
production would teach the farmer
how to produce (grow, breed) what is
required by consumers, in the
required quantities, at the required
times, at the lowest cost. Once again,
a knowledge of the other concepts
and techniques of production will be
function of the size, nature and
complexity of the farmer's operation.

The manager of a farm or
agricultural property, even if he
employs just one part-time helper,
must know what makes people tick.
He must have an idea as to why
people (his employees) behave the
way they do, for it is that knowledge
that will help him to get. them to
produce. The rcquired extent of

knowledge of how people on his farm
will behave will, once more, depend
on the size, nature and complexity of
his operation.

Even the smallest of enterprises
must have even a rudimentary system
of accounting - at least a record of
revenues and expenditures. The
important thing is for the farmer to
have a system that meets his
requirements - as a basic minimum, to
find out all that the operation cost
him and all that he received in the
process of carrying out his
operations. A knowledge of what all
the figures mean is more important
than a knowledge of how the record
keeping is done, though both need to
be examined. And, this aspect of the
accounting function gains added
significance with the size, and
complexity of the nature and
operations of the enterprise.

The basic features in control are
twofold: to keep the records in a
form whence it is possible to identify
the sources of revenues and
corresponding expenditures; and, to
keep the records in a form in which
it is possible to find out whether
what the farmer set out to do was in
fact done. The .required management
control systems, needless to say,
increase in sophistication with the
increasing size' and complexity of the
nature and operations of the
enterprise.

A knowledge of finance, at the
most rudimentary level, should
educate the farmer on the process of
evaluation of the best sources from
which to get funds and the best
projects on which these funds are to
be invested. Basic to such knowledge
is an understanding of the cost of
these funds, the time flows of the
projected revenues and repayments,
some ideas of profitability and the
risks (both investment and *revenue)
associated with the proposed
transactions.

In finance, as in accounting,
learning the techniques of how to do
the analyses is much less important
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than knowing the meaning of the
figures that the analyses churn out.
The required • financial analyses
increase in sophistication with the
increase in size and complexity of the
nature and operations of the
enterprise..

Proposals for Training

I would propose that what is

needed for the training of managers

in agriculture is a three pronged

attack.
First, those who graduate from

ECIAF programme and wish to go

directly into agriculture (i.e. without

the benefit of a training in the B.Sc.

Agriculture programme) should be

required to take the Certificate in

Management Studies (which,

hopefully, will be available in

Challenge, from October 1984) before

they are placed in managerial

positions.
Second, middle managerial

positions should be filled from

graduates of a modified B.Sc.

Management Studies (Agricultural

Management Option) programme.* The

modifications that, to Iny mind,

appear desirable are.:
(1) The present requirement for the

financial accounting course
Accounting . III should be
changed to a requirement for
Accounting II the management
accounting and finance course.

(2) The three options should be
changed, so that students choose

three of:
(a) Data Processing and

• Systems Analysis
(b) Personnel Management and

Inthistrial Relations
(c) Agribusiness (the 2 unit

Agric. course)
(d) Farm Management (the 2

unit Agric. course).
Third, senior management

positions should be filled from
graduates of the B.Sc. Agriculture
course (who have taken at least four

of the five management-related unit
options • referred to above) and has
worked in agriculture, for at least two

years, preferably longer, and have
completed the Diploma in Management

Studies.
I must say, in closing, that this

is a personal point of view and does
not, in any way, represent an official
view of the Department of Management
Studies. As such this paper is meant
to set out a point of view that could
be the basis for discussion.

An.
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